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Effective?! Efficient?!
Greater flexibility
Reduced time to qualification
Reduced costs (e.g., less travel)
Increased training effectiveness

Mission Accomplishment!
Transformation of Health Physics Courses

Â 2013: In the beginning...
   Fundamental Health Physics (H-122)
Â 2014: OAS assisted in H-122 conversion
Â 2015: H-122 offered as NRC’s first blended learning training course – success!
Â 2016: H-123 converted and rolled into H-122
   (100+ enrolled with 40+ completions – very popular!)
Transformation of Health Physics Courses

Other HP courses converted:
Å 2017: Introductory Health Physics (H-117S)
Å 2018 (April): Internal Dosimetry (H-312S)
Å 2018 (August): MARSAME (H-120S)
Å 2018 (October): MARSSIM (H-121S)
Å 2019 (January): Transportation of RAM (H-308S)
Å 2019 (May): HP Statistics
Å 2019: Decommissioning (H-115S)
HP Instrument Training Videos

A link to the NRC’s YouTube channel has been provided on the NRC’s public website, https://scp.nrc.gov/training.html, for the following videos:

- **HP Instrument Quality Assurance and Quality Control**
  Description: This video provides the basic QA/QC requirements for proper control of HP instruments that regulators use in support of their own programs or for confirmatory surveys at licensee sites.

- **GM Pancake Detectors**
  Description: This video provides extensive information regarding one of the most widely used detectors in the health physics industry.

- **Size of Beam**
  Description: This video describes the issues associated with using an HP instrument in a radiation field that is smaller than the detector associated with the instrument.

- **Many, many more are being produced!**
Thank you!

Questions?